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Abstract. This work focuses on the design, implementation, and implications of different operational strategies for wind

turbines when providing a power tracking functionality. Power tracking is necessary for the contribtion to stabilization of the

electrical grid. Specifically, two different operational strategies are used as the foundation for a model-based control design

that allows the turbine to follow a given power demand. The first relies on keeping a constant rotational speed while varying

the generator torque to match the power demand. The second approach varies both, the generator torque and rotational speed5

of the turbine equally to yield the desired power output. In the power reduction mode, both operational strategies employ the

pitch to maintain the desired rotational speed of the turbine. The attainable power dynamics of the two closed-loop systems to

varying power demands are analyzed and compared. Reduced-order models formulated as transfer functions and suitable for

the integration into an upper-level control design are proposed. It is found that the first strategy involving only the generator

torque while keeping a constant rotational speed provides significantly faster power control authority. Further, the resulting10

fatigue loading in turbulent wind conditions is discussed for the two operational strategies, where constant operational storage

is emulated to enable a bidirectional variation of the power output. Without any additional load reducing control loops, the

results suggest that the first operational strategy involving variation of the generator torque only is more favorable with regard

to the resulting loading of the turbine structure. The simulation studies are conducted for the 5 MW reference turbine using

FAST.15

1 Introduction

The provision of ancillary services by wind turbines is an increasingly important functionality for a stable and reliable operation

of the electric power system (van Kuik et al., 2016). These ancillary services may comprise features like the reaction to

frequency deviations for balancing load variations at different timescales (Margaris et al., 2012; Rebello et al., 2020), or

supporting black-start of the power system (Shan et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2020). Effectively, these concepts vary the active20

and reactive power injection to match the demands of the electric grid, and therefore active power control on a turbine level

is involved. Power system studies usually consider the turbine as a variable and adjustable power source (Margaris et al.,

2012). For participation in grid stabilization, local control loops may be designed on the turbine level resulting in a variation

of the power output depending on the measured states of the electrical grid, see e.g., the droop-based approaches in (Margaris

et al., 2012; Aho et al., 2013; Van de Vyver et al., 2016; Abouzeid et al., 2019) or the comparison of different approaches25
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in (Jain et al., 2020). Moreover, wind turbines may be clustered with other distributed power generators into a virtual power

plant aiming for a coordinated response governed by a central control scheme. For the design and implementation of these

control loops, knowledge about the attainable dynamics of the energy conversion system are necessary (Xin et al., 2013; Björk

et al., 2021). As a result, simple models are needed capable of portraying the relevant dynamics emerging from power tracking

operation of wind turbines.30

Apart from the benefits of a power tracking for the electrical grid, the power tracking functionality has been reported to

possibly enhance wind turbine operation by limiting structural loading (Petrović and Bottasso, 2017) or reducing and balancing

loads within a wind farm (Boersma et al., 2017; Kazda et al., 2018; Vali et al., 2019). Axial induction control is a method that

alters the individual turbine operating point aiming for an optimization of the overall wind farm power production. To achieve

this, the turbine is either statically or dynamically derated (Boersma et al., 2017; van der Hoek et al., 2022). In the static35

case, the energy extraction of the upstream turbines is reduced to possibly increase the energy contained in the wind for the

downstream turbines (Kanev et al., 2018; van der Hoek et al., 2022). Within the dynamic approach, an additional time-variable

signal is superimposed on the pitch angle command to induce additional turbulence and beneficially influence wake mixing

and wake recovery (Goit and Meyers, 2015; Munters and Meyers, 2018; Frederik et al., 2020; van der Hoek et al., 2022). For

the application of these schemes experimentally or in the field (Campagnolo et al., 2016; van der Hoek et al., 2019; Frederik40

et al., 2020; van der Hoek et al., 2022), controllers are necessary capable of either statically or dynamically tracking a desired

operating point on the power and thrust coefficient surfaces of the turbine.

On the wind turbine level, power tracking results in an enlarged operational range that needs to be coped by the wind turbine

controller compared to the usual strategy that aims for a maximization of the power output in partial-load region and a limitation

of power above rated wind speed (Aho et al., 2016; Pöschke et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2020). The operating trajectory that results45

in the desired power output, however, is not unique and therefore depends on the choice of the operational scheme encoded in

the control strategy. This can be illustrated by considering the generator power given as

p= ωgTg , (1)

where ωg and Tg are the rotational speed and generator torque, respectively. From (1), it is apparent that a variation of the

power output to the demand can be achieved by an adjustment of either the rotational speed, the generator torque, or both.50

Consequently, there is a need to study the implications of different operating strategies for power tracking as discussed in

(Deshpande and Peters, 2012; Aho et al., 2013; Jeong et al., 2014; Mirzaei et al., 2014; Aho et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2017; Lio

et al., 2018). All of the works address the nonunique distribution of possible operating points on the power conversion surface,

where different objectives like constant rotational speed (Aho et al., 2013; Jeong et al., 2014; Mirzaei et al., 2014; Zhu et al.,

2017; Lio et al., 2018), constant tip speed ratio (Mirzaei et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2017; Lio et al., 2018) or minimum thrust55

coefficient (Zhu et al., 2017; Lio et al., 2018) may determine the operating trajectories enforced by the controller. Most of the

works apply augmented versions of commonly-used control loops to enable the power tracking functionality by varying the

the setpoints of the applied controller (Deshpande and Peters, 2012; Aho et al., 2013; Jeong et al., 2014; Aho et al., 2016; Zhu

et al., 2017; Lio et al., 2018). Comparisons of the different operating strategies considering both, the power tracking accuracy
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and the resulting loading of the wind turbine structure are drawn in (Jeong et al., 2014; Aho et al., 2016). As the wind turbine60

is a nonlinear system governed by its aerodynamic properties, gain-scheduled PI control schemes are usually applied, that,

depending on the current pitch position, alter the feedback gains to accommodate the varying dynamical properties of the

turbine (and thereby implicitly relate the control input to the current wind speed). This relation of the current pitch position

to the expected dynamics is usually derived at the nominal operating points. A straightforward application of the same gain-

scheduled pitch control as for nominal operation will result in degraded dynamical performance (Galinos et al., 2019), as the65

expected dynamics accommodated by the gain scheduling is different depending on the power operating point and the wind

speed due to the nonlinear nature of the wind turbine (Mirzaei et al., 2014). Therefore, model-based control concepts can

be used that explicitly shape the control gains in all desired operating points equally as discussed in (Mirzaei et al., 2014;

Inthamoussou et al., 2016; Pöschke et al., 2020). In this article, the loading of the turbine structure depending on the chosen

strategy is compared, where identical performance constraints determine the individual feedback gains used to obtain a similar70

closed-loop disturbance rejection dynamics in both operating strategies despite being operated at different trajectories. This

aims for a mitigation of the effects introduced by the control algorithms, such that a plain comparison of the different operating

strategies can be conducted.

Additionally to the loading perspective, this paper aims to feed the discussion on the integration of dynamical turbine

models for control design and simulation studies of large-scale power systems and wind farms. The employed model-based75

control framework allows to enforce similar turbine dynamics with respect to the wind in both investigated schemes, such that

fundamental properties only influenced by the operating strategy and subject to varying power demands may be revealed and

discussed. This is exploited to study the power tracking behavior of the two distinct strategies and derive simplified analytical

models of the turbine power output dynamics. These models are useful for portraying the turbine dynamics when participating

in large-scale power system simulations and control design.80

The article is structured as follows: In Section 2 the rationale for the chosen operating strategies is discussed, while Section

3 covers the applied control design. The simulation results are discussed in Section 4, where both, the resulting loading and the

attainable power tracking dynamics are analyzed. The conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2 Operating strategies

Two different operating strategies are chosen and compared. In the first strategy, termed OS1, the demanded power is achieved85

by a variation of the generator torque only while keeping the rotational speed at its nominal value depending on the current

wind speed. Contrarily, in OS2 the controller enforces a variation of both, the generator torque and rotational speed to meet the

power demand. Compared to other strategies involving the limited extraction of rotational energy to support frequency events,

the control strategies presented here are conceptualized to enable a permanent operation at the desired power level.

With ωopt(v) and Topt(v) being the steady-state rotational speed and generator torque for partial and full load region de-90

pending on the current effective wind speed v, and pd is normalized desired power output of the turbine, the two strategies used
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for turbine operation are formalized as follows

OS1 :


p(v) = ωopt(v)Topt(v) if pd = 1

p(v) = ωopt(v)pdTopt(v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=T (v,pd)

if pd < 1

OS2 :



p(v) = ωopt(v)Topt(v) if pd = 1

p(v) =
√
pdωopt(v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ω(v,pd)

√
pdTopt(v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=T (v,pd)

if pd < 1 and
√
pdωopt(v)≥ ωmin

p(v) = lω(v,pd)
√
pdωopt(v)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=ω(v,pd)

√
pd

lω(v,pd)
Topt(v)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=T (v,pd)

if pd < 1 and
√
pdωopt(v)< ωmin

.

(2)

OS1 employs the generator to produce the desired power by a reduction of the torque directly proportional to the demand

pd. In this strategy, the controller is set to enforce the same rotational speed irrespective of the power output demand pd by95

an adjustment of the pitch. Contrarily, in OS2 a reduction of both, the rotational speed and the generator torque setpoints

proportional to
√
pd are designed also incorporating regulation by pitching. The minimum rotational speed was limited to

ωmin = 0.75 (or 9.1 rpm for the 5 MW reference turbine) to avoid hitting the first tower eigenfrequency with the 3P excitation

of the rotation; see the Campbell diagram for the reference turbine in (Jonkman and Jonkman, 2016). To achieve this, the

operating point depending factor lω(v,pd) = ωmin√
pdωopt(v)

is introduced in (2). For a power tracking command of pd = 1 in100

both strategies equally, the turbine is operated on the commonly considered operating trajectory trying to maximize the power

extraction in partial load region and limiting the power to its rated value in full load region. The derating is designed to provide

power reduction relative to the currently available power, such that for e.g., a power tracking command pd = 0.7 aims for a

70% power production of the possibly extracable power from the wind. This applies for both, partial-load and full-load region

equally. If an operation at a constant power is desired, the power tracking command can be recalculated as a function of the105

currently available power.

3 Control design

The continuous description of the desired operational strategies encoded in (2) is discretized at 280 operating points each. The

steady-state inputs of the wind turbine are derived for the corresponding operating points, and subsequently, a linearization

analysis using the built-in functionality of FAST (Jonkman and Jonkman, 2016) is conducted to capture the rotational dynamics110

at each point. The linearization points are chosen to represent discrete power output values at pd = [1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25] at wind

speeds covering a range from v = [5.5, ..., 25] m/s with a denser distribution of operating points around rated wind speed. The

resulting linearization points on the power coefficient surface of the considered turbine for the different operational strategies

are illustrated in Fig. 1. The operating strategies share a common operational concept for a power demand of pd = 1 (Fig. 1

and Equation (2)), which represents the nominal operating strategy used in wind turbine control for energy maximization. Fig.115
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Figure 1. Linearization points on the power coefficient surface for the strategies OS1 & OS2.

1 shows that the introduction of reduced power modes enlarges the range of possible operating points and consequently the

dynamical properties that the controller needs to cope with appropriately.

The identified linear model dynamics Ai, Bi, Bdi gained by the linearization procedure are then interconnected to form an

overall nonlinear description in a so-called Takagi-Sugeno structure, which is described as

ẋ=

N∑
i=1

hi(z)
(
Ai(x−x0i) +Bi(u−u0i) +Bdi(d− d0i)

)
, (3)120

where the state, input and disturbance of the system are given by the rotational speed (x= ω), the generator torque and pitch

angle (u= [T, β]T) and the wind speed (d= v), respectively. The steady-state values of the state, input and disturbance in

the linearization points are represented by x0i, u0i and d0i, respectively. The framework is based on the definition of convex

membership functions hi(z) spanning across the entire operational range, which blend the individual linear submodels in

operation depending on the current power output demand, operational strategy, and wind speed, i.e., z = [∆p,nOS,v]T.125

The control scheme is built on a disturbance observer. The observer estimates the current effective wind speed by a mea-

surement of the rotational speed, generator torque and pitch angle. The estimate is used to calculate the maximum currently

available power. The wind speed reconstruction is achieved by augmenting the system description in (3) by an artifical effective

wind speed, i.e., x̃= [x,v]T, where the observer dynamics characterizing ˆ̃x= [x̂, v̂]T is then given as

˙̂
x̃=

N∑
i=1

hi(z)
(Ai Bdi

0 − 1
τ

 x̃+

Bi
0

u+LiC(x̃− ˆ̃x)
)

. (4)130

The disturbance input gains Bdi are used to construct the augmented system matrix, C = 1 represents the output matrix and

τ = 4s assigns an artificial first-order disturbance model to the reconstructed wind state v̂. The wind speed estimate v̂ provided

by the observer is used in the calculation of the current operating conditions influencing the membership functions in the

nonlinear modeling framework, i.e., h= f(v̂). These membership functions are then used for the scheduling of the observer

dynamics in (4) and the control input of the system. The estimate determines both, a feedback (−
∑N
i=1hi(z)Kix) and a135
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feedforward term (
∑N
i=1hi(z)u0i) in the control input of the turbine, such that the system input is given as

u=−
N∑
i=1

hi(z)Kix+

N∑
i=1

hi(z)u0i . (5)

To obtain the necessary feedback gains Ki and Li that jointly shape the closed-loop system behavior in the different operating

points, a linear matrix inequality approach (VanAntwerp and Braatz, 2000) to control design is conducted. It embeds the

feedback gain design into a convex optimization problem involving stability of the closed-loop dynamics. Using linear matrix140

inequality region constraints (Chilali and Gahinet, 1996), the eigenvalues characterizing the closed-loop properties of the wind

turbine model dynamics within the complex plane are restricted. The region constraints are chosen identical for both operating

strategies, effectively resulting in very similar operating behavior with respect to the disturbance rejection. A lot of classical

problems from control theory can be recast into linear matrix inequality design constraints (Boyd et al., 1994; VanAntwerp

and Braatz, 2000), where the Takagi-Sugeno framework represents one possible way of obtaining the necessarily involved145

system description. Details about the applied control scheme and its design process for wind turbines are discussed in (Pöschke

et al., 2020; Pöschke et al., 2022). Whereas in (Pöschke et al., 2020) several degrees of freedom including tower or drivetrain

dynamics are considered and actively damped, the applied controller in this work uses the rotational dynamics as only degree

of freedom and measured quantity similar to the experimental wind tunnel validation discussed in (Pöschke et al., 2022). The

model-based design process can be applied to widespread linearization points determined by the control engineer’s choice of150

operational strategy.

Whereas in (Pöschke et al., 2020; Pöschke et al., 2022) OS1 is applied for the studies involving power tracking and load

analysis, within this work OS2 is added. Effectively, this is achieved by introducing an additional variable as premise in the

Takagi-Sugeno framework used for the nonlinear modeling of the turbine dynamics, i.e., z2 = nOS. This has no effect on the

general control approach but introduces an additional dimension in the operating space coped by the premise variables. Even155

though we present the two operational strategies separately to underline the comparison of resulting loading and power tracking

dynamics, essentially the turbine is operated by one controller that is capable of blending and switching between the different

strategies.

4 Results

Application of the described control scheme to the FAST (Jonkman and Buhl, 2005) implementation of NREL’s 5 MW refer-160

ence turbine (Jonkman et al., 2009) allows studying the impact of the two operational strategies on the loading and the response

time for changes in the power output. The pitch speed is limited to 8 deg/s in all considered scenarios. In the following two

sections, the discussed operational strategies are compared from two different perspectives. First, the loading of the turbine

structure in turbulent wind for some components is analyzed as this influences the possible choice of operating trajectories

with regard to the overall cost of energy. Second, the response time of the power output to instantaneous changes in the power165

demand is compared for the two operational concepts. Due to the possibly fast dynamics needed in the range of milliseconds to
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Figure 2. (a) Wind turbine rotational speed, (b) generator torque and (c) turbine power output in turbulent wind for OS1 and OS2 at 70% of

power production, where additionally a 15 s ramp transition at 160 s from OS1 to OS2 and back at 195 s is shown. (c) 40 min power output

time series in both operational strategies at 70% power production.

hours (Machowski et al., 2008), the attainable power dynamics of wind turbines is a crucial metric for a successful contribution

to grid stabilizing services.

Essentially, the same controller is used for turbine operation in the two strategies. It is capable of blending between the

operational strategies as shown in Fig. 2. It is illustrated how the operational strategy is linearly varied from OS1 at 160 s170

to OS2 within 15 s, which results in a reduction of the rotational speed until matching the trajectory for the operation of the

turbine in OS2 only with the same wind excitation. Subsequently, the opposite change of operational strategy is conducted

from 195 s to 210 s. While a small delay in the reduction and increase of rotational speed due to the rotor inertia is visible, the

controller is capable of altering the operational strategy online and the turbine trajectories smoothly follow the demand. In Fig.

2 (d) the power output of the turbine is shown. The two operational strategies OS1 and OS2 result in approximately the same175

power production, which in this case was set to demand 70% of the available power (or pd = 0.7). When transitioning from

OS1 to OS2, an increase of output power is apparent in a time range from 160 s to approx. 175 s, which stems from the energy

released due to the decline in rotational speed being previously stored in the turbine rotation. Consequently, the opposite effect

is visible when returning to nominal rotational speed by blending from OS2 to OS1 in the time range of 195 s to 210 s.

4.1 Loading in turbulent wind180

To compare the structural loading, the turbine was simulated in a turbulent wind field for 40 min at different power setpoints,

where an exemplary operating trajectory is shown in Fig. 3 comparing OS1 to OS2. The wind time series was synthesized using

TurbSim (Jonkman and Buhl, 2006) and configuring a normal turbulence model at a mean wind speed of 12 m/s. Different

constant power demand settings pd = {1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6} are chosen to emulate varying levels of power storage that can be

released into the electrical grid by a variation of the power demand (and the opposite way). This flexibility for a reaction to185

changes in the electrical grid comes at the expense of a reduced energy yield depending on the level of power output reduction.
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Figure 3. (a) Wind turbine rotational speed, (b) generator torque and (c) turbine power output in turbulent wind for OS1 and OS2 at 70% of

power production, where additionally a 15 s ramp transition at 160 s from OS1 to OS2 and back at 195 s is shown. (c) 40 min power output

time series in both operational strategies at 70% power production.

Figure 4. Comparison of damage equivalent turbine loads (DEL) for OS1 and OS2 at different constant power tracking setpoints pd =

{1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}, where the data is normalized to the results of pd = 1 in OS1. The data is obtained from operation of the turbine in

turbulent wind for 40 minutes with a mean wind speed of 12 m/s, where the simulated wind turbine trajectories for pd = 0.7 are shown in

Fig. 3.
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In Fig. 4, the resulting damage equivalent loads (DELs) of different turbine components are visualized. All the DELs are

normalized to the result when operating the turbine in strategy OS1 at pd = 1, i.e., in nominal operation aiming for maximiza-

tion of the energy yield. As designed, for pd = 1, the turbine behaves identical for both strategies, which is reflected by the

identical loading experienced.190

For a power reduction at pd = 0.9, OS1 results in a greater tower loading for both, tower fore-aft (TwrBsMyt) and tower

side-to-side (TwrBsMxt) compared to OS2. Contrarily, at higher levels of power reduction, i.e., pd = {0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, OS1

shows smaller fatigue loading of the tower compared to OS2. The blade loading is slightly reduced in OS2 compared to OS1

as represented by the out-of-plane torque (RootMyb1) and in-plane torque (RootMxb1). Further, it is observed that the loading

caused by the difference torque acting on the low-speed drivetrain shaft (∆ Torque) is reduced in OS1 compared to OS2 at195

small power derating values (i.e., pd = 0.9,0.8), while OS2 shows a reduced loading compared to OS1 at higher derating. The

pitch activity is greatly affected by the employed operational concept, as can be seen by the increase in actuator duty cycle

(ADC) (Riboldi, 2016), where OS1 shows a significantly smaller pitching activity compared to OS2.

Discussion: Loading in turbulent wind

Surprisingly, the fatigue loading of the tower is not reduced in OS2 compared to OS1, despite of the fewer blade-tower in-200

teractions due to the reduced rotational speed, as can be seen in Fig. 4. The simulation results suggest that the greater pitch

magnitudes (see also the ADC in Fig. 4) for reacting to the varying wind speed in OS2 compared to OS1, along with the

strong coupling of the tower to the pitch movement (Bossanyi, 2003), is responsible for this effect. Additionally, in OS2 the

turbine operates at smaller rotational speed, and consequently, the 3P excitation of tower due to the rotation is closer to the

eigenfrequency of the tower movement. This is supported by the increasing relative tower loading with growing power reduc-205

tion commands, where in OS2 the rotational speed becomes smaller and thus an increasing loading in the tower, especially

in the side-to-side movement, is visible. Opposed to the results discussed in (Jeong et al., 2014; Aho et al., 2016; Lio et al.,

2018), OS2 shows increased loading of the tower structure compared to OS1. Additionally for OS1, increasing power reduction

commands result in a decreased loading as also found in (Aho et al., 2013; Aho et al., 2016). The greater pitch magnitudes

needed for balancing the rotational speed to the desired value are visible in the increased ADC for OS2 compared to OS1210

shown in Fig. 4, which is supported by the findings in (Aho et al., 2016; Lio et al., 2018). The pitching activity decreases for

greater power reduction in OS1 as also observed in (Aho et al., 2013), while for OS2 the pitch activity increases with increasing

power reduction commands. The blade loading is positively affected when operated at a lower rotational speed in OS2 as also

reported in (Aho et al., 2013; Aho et al., 2016), especially in flapwise direction. The increased drivetrain loading represented

by ∆ Torque shown in Fig. 4 in OS2 compared to OS1 especially at small power reduction is also observed in (Aho et al.,215

2016), but is opposed to the results presented in (Jeong et al., 2014; Lio et al., 2018).

While we have designed a basic controller that only operates based on the rotational speed and pitch angle measurement as

shown in (Pöschke et al., 2022), the resulting load profiles may be influenced by the introduction of additional performance

shaping control architectures. To achieve this, additional degrees of freedom may be introduced into the modeling and control

design process, yielding feedback loops actively shaping the closed-loop dynamics of components like the drivetrain or the220
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tower movement, as discussed in e.g., (Bossanyi, 2003) or specifically for the applied disturbance observer-based approach

used here in (Pöschke et al., 2020). From this perspective, the discussed results within this work constitute a fundamental con-

frontation of operational strategies without any further load reducing loops. This is supported by the control approach yielding

similar closed-loop disturbance rejection dynamics for both operational strategies by an identical definition of performance

constraints formulated in the model-based design process, which results in the similar evolution of the power output that can225

be seen in Fig. 3 (e).

4.2 Power tracking dynamics

To provide flexible, fast, and predictable control authority to grid stabilizing services and the control loops therein, the response

characteristics to changes in the power demand are crucial. To assess the dynamics involved, the turbine is faced with instan-

taneous demand changes while operating in different constant wind conditions at a constant power output of pd = 0.7 prior230

to the event. The stepwise changes in the power demand pd = 0.7 + ∆pd are bidirectional, i.e., increase and reduction of the

power output demand at steps of ∆p is simulated. The applied steps are defined as

∆pd =

0 if t≤ 60s

{−0.3,−0.2,−0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3} otherwise
. (6)

The simulation is repeated for wind speeds of v = {8, 12, 16}m/s roughly covering a range of common operating wind speeds,

and in conjunction with the bidirectional steps possibly reveal nonlinear effects. The resulting step responses of the turbine235

power for operational strategies OS1 and OS2 are depicted in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), respectively. The results therein are normalized

to the demanded magnitude for all steps and power production before the event (effectively to result in comparable steps from

0 to 1 or -1).

Fig. 4 (a) shows that the power output of the turbine precisely follows the demand and is immediately adjusted to the new

operating point when operating the turbine in OS1, where only the generator torque and pitch angle are varied enforcing a240

constant rotational speed. This holds for both, an increase and decrease of the power demand equally.

In contrast, for OS2 the power output depends on the current operating condition and form of the demand. For a sudden

decrease of the power, a settling time of approx. 4 s can be uniformly observed irrespective of the demanded magnitude and

current wind speed. However, for an increase in power demand, the power output trajectory is determined by the current inflow

conditions. At higher wind speeds, the power output shows similar operating trajectories and settling times as seen at a power245

decrease. At lower wind speeds, the settling time rises significantly and also shows a decline at the beginning of the demand

step or closely afterwards as can be observed in the trajectories that have not settled to the demanded value at a time of 75 s.

The different operating strategies yield varying amounts of ultimate loading depending on the considered structural turbine

component, wind speed and magnitude of the power demand step, which is shown in Fig. 5. The greatest absolute increase

in ultimate loading for all considered components is found at a wind speed of 12 m/s, which is an information shadowed due250

to the normalization in Fig. 5. The simulation data shows that the magnitude of power demand step dictates the additional

ultimate loading experienced by the turbine as the ultimate loading is smaller for steps of ∆pd = {−0.1, 0.1}. Additionally,
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Figure 5. Comparison of normalized ultimate loads for stepwise variation of power demand ∆pd = {−0.3,−0.2,−0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}

operated in different constant winds. The results are normalized to the ultimate load occurring for a step of ∆pd =−0.3 in OS1 for each of

the considered ultimate load and wind.

a tendency for smaller ultimate loading for a reduction of the power output (∆pd < 0) compared to the stepwise increase in

power is visible. OS1 is superior compared to strategy OS2 in avoiding additional ultimate loading due to the variation of

power output especially at greater wind speeds (12 m/s and 16 m/s). Contrarily, significant differences in ultimate loading are255

also found when an increase of power is demanded (∆pd = {0.3, 0.2}) at low wind speeds, where OS2 shows to be superior

to OS1.

Discussion & modeling: Power tracking dynamics

The results reveal the dependency of the response characteristic on the employed operational strategy. For OS1, very fast

responses to the step demand are possible. This aligns with (Jeong et al., 2014; Aho et al., 2016), where an increased power260

tracking performance is found when keeping the rotational speed constant and varying the power with the torque only. The

response illustrated in Fig. 4 (b) reveals a first-order dynamic behavior in OS1 that can be accounted to the generator torque

dynamics used in the simulation model. It is observed that the first-order dynamics is present irrespective of the current wind

speed, step magnitude, or direction of step. In the frequency domain, this transfer function can be given as

GOS1(s) =
1

TOS1s+ 1
(7)265

with timescale TOS1 governed by the generator torque loop. The transfer function GOS1(s) is found sufficient for describing

the power demand dynamics of the wind turbine if a strategy like (or very similar to) OS1 is chosen by the turbine control

engineer. The step response of the transfer function with TOS1 = 20 ms is shown in Fig. 6 (a).

If, however, acceleration and deceleration of the turbine is involved in meeting the desired power demand as defined for OS2,

the attainable power dynamics depends on the current operating point and direction of the step demand as illustrated in Fig. 5270

(c). As a result, an adequate model of the active power dynamics for this strategy depends on the current operating point and

step magnitude, revealing the nonlinearities inherited in the system. From Fig. 6 it can be observed that especially an increase in
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Figure 6. Normalized step response for demand steps of ∆pd = {−0.3,−0.2,−0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3} when operating the turbine at a power

reserve with pd = 0.7 in constant wind for (a) in OS1 and (b) in OS2. Comparison of step response to the synthetic transfer functions

GOS1/OS2(s) designed for control design and simulation studies on a power system or wind farm level.

power, i.e., ∆pd > 0 results in varying response dynamics due to the varying levels of excess power when increasing the power

demand1. Further, it can be observed that the resulting power dynamics is governed by the applied control scheme, which is

the cause for the non-minimum phase behavior seen at some operating trajectories. This behavior is observed when operating275

the turbine in partial-load region (i.e., in the simulated cases for a wind speed of v = 8 m/s), where the generator torque is

employed to control the rotational speed. When the power command increases, the altered rotational speed setpoint results in

a reduction of the generator torque by the controller to allow turbine acceleration. This effect necessitates an extension of the

transfer function assigned to OS1 to account for this kind of non-minimum phase behavior that usually is also an important

aspect in the modeling of hydro-power for grid studies and control design (Kishor et al., 2007; Björk et al., 2021).280

Following the conception of OS2, the response characteristic is governed by two processes consisting of generator torque

actuation in parallel to a variation of the rotational speed. The rotation is determined by a combination of excess power for

(de-)acceleration and the wind turbine inertia. Following this reasoning, a simple transfer function for OS2 consisting of two

parallel paths described as

GOS2(s) =GI(s) +GII(s)

with GI/II(s) = kI/II
aI/IIs+ bI/II

cI/IIs+ dI/II
(8)285

1As the command is normalized to the currently available power, the same magnitude of ∆pd results in different power levels usable for an acceleration of

the turbine depending on the wind speed.
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shows to provide a reasonable match to the simulated turbine step response, see Fig. 6 (b). As the dynamics vary with the wind

speed, the transfer function displaying the power dynamics in OS2 needs re-parametrization depending on the current operating

point, i.e., the parameters are functions of the wind speed k/a/b/c/dI/II = f(v). The parameters of the "upper" and "lower"

bound (for the considered scenarios in Fig. 6 (b)) in GOS2(s) are displayed in Tab. 1. While the number of ten parameters

might seem complex to parametrize, the two configurations follow a physically interpretable rationale as follows.290

Table 1. Values of the transfer functions used for upper and lower bound parametrization in OS2

Parameter kI aI bI cI dI kII aII bII cII dII

Upper bound 0.5 0 1 1.25 1 0.5 0 1 0.02 1

Lower bound 1 0 1 10 1 -1 0.5 0 1 0.05

The upper bound parametrization corresponds to the highest simulated wind speed of v = 16 m/s and consists of two parallel

first-order functions, i.e., GI/II(s) = kI/II
1

cI/IIs+1 . The two parallel processes consist of torque and rotational speed setpoint

variation, and therefore, cI/II describe the dynamics of closed-loop torque and inertia-based rotational speed evolution, respec-

tively. As the concept in OS2 relies on an equal setpoint sharing among torque and rotational speed (established by
√
pd in (2)),

setting kI/II = 0.5 is an intuitive choice. On the other hand, in the lower bound parametrization corresponding to partial-load295

operation at v = 8 m/s, the discussed controller interaction from the rotational speed to the torque actuation plays a dominant

role and decays when the desired rotational speed is reached. Therefore, the two parallel process are I: the torque actuated

rotation as first-order transfer function GI = 1
cIs+1 and II: a negative derivative transfer function GII =− aIIs

s+dII
. The influence

of GII(s) vanishes as s→ 0 to account for the non-minimum phase behavior stemming from the control interaction. Note that

cI represents the inertia in combination with the available power in both upper and lower bound, but due to the varying power300

levels substantially depend on the current wind speed, see the parameters in Tab. 1.

From consideration of the ultimate loading, it was found that OS1 by remaining at constant rotational speeds tends to be

superior to OS2 in avoiding additional ultimate loading of the components. As concluded for fatigue loading in turbulent wind,

the lower pitch magnitudes needed in OS1 compared to OS2 cause smaller excitation of the turbine structure, and consequently

result in lower or similar ultimate loading when instantaneously adjusting the current power demand. At the lower wind speed305

(8 m/s) and a power increase of ∆pd = {0.2, 0.3}, OS2 significantly outperformed OS1 in ultimate loading, especially for the

tower. Those scenarios, however, showed unsatisfactory response dynamics to the power changes in OS2, as discussed for the

power output trajectories in Fig. 6 (b). The comparatively low power that is solely available for an acceleration of the turbine

has positive effects on the ultimate loading experienced by the turbine in these cases.

5 Conclusion310

Within this contribution, it is discussed how different operational strategies for wind turbines can be integrated into a model-

based control design by choice of the linearization points. The influence on the attainable power dynamics for supporting the
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electrical grid and the resulting loading are analyzed for synthetically designed scenarios. The presented simulation studies

reveal the dependency of the power dynamics on the operational strategy. It is found that OS1 (keeping the rotational speed

constant) provides significantly faster control authority in the power dynamics compared to OS2, where a deceleration or315

acceleration of the turbine’s rotor is performed. This result is supported by the findings in (Jeong et al., 2014; Aho et al., 2016).

While for OS1 the fast generator dynamics are governing, the response in OS2 is mainly determined by the turbine’s inertia.

This underlines the additional flexibility in following a power demand in favor of the electrical grid when using OS1, where

the amount of injected power can be controlled by the generator torque at a fast scale.

While faster power dynamics in OS1 could be expected, the results from a loading perspective are surprising, which holds320

for both, the fatigue loading during turbulent wind and the ultimate loading at power demand steps. Except for the lower blade

out-of-plane loading in OS2, it was found that OS1 in the considered turbulent wind scenario and turbine setup showed smaller

fatigue loading of the tower despite the greater rotational speed. OS1 also tends to decrease the ultimate loads when following

a power demand step compared to OS2. In general, it is found that a reduced power output operating point results in reduced

turbine loading.325

While the presented results suggest an application of OS1 from both considered perspectives, i.e., loading and power dynam-

ics, the considered scenarios within this work are limited, where a variety of different aspects can determine the choice of the

operational strategy applied to the turbine (also e.g., bird fatalities (Baerwald et al., 2009) or noise emission (Leloudas et al.,

2007) decrease with lower rotational speed). Additionally, as shown in (Zhu et al., 2017; Lio et al., 2018), operating the turbine

at lower rotational speeds decreases the thrust coefficient of the turbine, and thus possibly mitigates the wake induced effects330

for downstream turbines in OS2 compared to OS1. For the application of dynamic induction control, (Munters and Meyers,

2018; Frederik et al., 2020) concluded that the Strouhal number can be used to obtain the variation frequency and a value of

0.25 is identified as favorable. For the considered turbine here this results in operating point changes with a period time of

62 s. As some operating trajectories in OS2 showed settling times above 15 s, the impact on the effectiveness of the dynamic

induction approach has to be evaluated. For OS1, however, the fast power tracking in the time scale of the generator dynamics335

indicates sufficient response characteristics for many applications. In this study, it is demonstrated how a dedicated control

design allows for an online variation of the operational strategy, such that wind turbines can flexibly adjust the operational

strategy subject to varying external demands.

For studying stability of the power system with a high share of decentralized generation, the participating power units and

their relevant dynamical behavior must be considered and combined with models of the electrical grid. Therefore, modeling340

approaches are needed capable of portraying relevant dynamical properties, while satisfying complexity constraints to be

suitable for the large-scale integration in both advanced control design on a power system level, and the required simulations

studies. The results obtained from the simulation studies suggest that the model for portraying the relevant dynamics depends

on the chosen operating strategy. When aiming for constant rotational speed in a reduced power mode, a first-order transfer

function governed by the closed-loop generator dynamics is seen to provide a reasonable model description. If a simultaneous345

rotational speed variation is assigned in the control scheme, the inertial response of the turbine rotor in conjunction with the

available excess power needs to be considered in the description. Due to the nonlinearities in the energy conversion process
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and the control interaction, the model for this operational strategy necessarily comprises varying parameters depending on the

considered operating point.
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